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Abstract 

Masonry structures have been observed to display a high vulnerability to failure under seis-

mic action. This stems from the fact that their structural configurations usually lack adequate 

connections among the distinct elements, resulting in the formation of local mechanisms ex-

periencing Out-Of-Plane (OOP) collapse. In this context, rocking dynamics has proven to be 

a valuable methodology for the analysis of masonry walls. Classical rocking theory can pro-

vide a fast solution to the dynamic phenomena taking place if simple configurations are exam-

ined. Nevertheless, as the degrees of freedom and the boundary conditions increase, the 

complexity increases, and thus the classical rocking theory becomes impractical. In the mean-

time, recent developments in computational modelling of masonry structures are gaining sig-

nificant attraction. This includes block-based models which inherently consider the 

complexity of the problem and enable the solution to be obtained easily in the discretised spa-

tial and time domains. However, despite their widespread use, applications of such models 

usually lack a reliable treatment of damping.  

The present work attempts to bridge the gap between the well-established energy loss of the 

classical rocking theory and the treatment of damping of block-based computational models. 

To do so, the dynamics of the problem are reviewed and an equivalent viscous damping model 

is proposed. A unilateral dashpot formulation allows the replication of the impulsive nature of 

the energy loss at impact. Afterwards, a calibration methodology is adopted for the practical 

range of the problem’s parameters and a ready-to-use equation is provided, which respects 

energy equivalence. The performance of the proposed damping model is also evaluated 

through comparisons with experimental results. 

 

Keywords: rocking, coefficient of restitution, viscous damping, numerical modelling, out-of-

plane. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Masonry structures constitute a significant part of our built heritage, with earthquakes rep-

resenting a severe threat to their integrity [1]. During seismic events, such structures tend to 

fail via specific collapse mechanisms, with out-of-plane (OOP) collapse recognised to be the 

most frequent and destructive – especially in the case of façade walls inadequately connected 

with the rest of the structural elements [2]. Static approaches have been widely used to assess 

the collapse of the OOP mechanisms, resorting either to limit analysis methods [3], or to ad-

vanced numerical techniques [4]. However, static approaches display inherent limitations, 

since the inertial effects are neglected and the dynamic reserve of stability is disregarded. 

Therefore, over-conservatism characterises the static approaches [5], while dynamic tech-

niques suggest a more reliable modelling solution [6]. 

In this context, rocking dynamics has been proposed to simulate the response of OOP 

mechanisms [7]. In the classical work of Housner [8], the equations of motion of a rigid body 

rocking over its base have been developed. Since then, extensive research has evaluated the 

influence on the rocking response of both seismological characteristics [9], and structural fea-

tures, such as the presence of transverse walls [10, 11], horizontal elements [12–14] and re-

straints [13, 15–17]. Rocking dynamics assumes that energy is lost at every impact, and is 

captured by the Coefficient of Restitution (CoR) which correlates the angular velocity of the 

structure before and after impact. The CoR may be computed analytically by assuming con-

servation of angular momentum [8]. Despite small discrepancies, experimental campaigns 

have confirmed the validity of the analytical approach [18–20], particularly from a statistical 

perspective [21]. Nevertheless, as the Degrees-Of-Freedom (DOFs) and the Boundary-

Conditions (BCs) of the problem increase, the complexity introduced transforms the method 

to one of impractical interest [22, 23]. 

In the meanwhile, recent developments in numerical simulation methods with block-based 

models are gaining momentum, especially due to the ease in representing complex masonry 

textures, BCs, interactions between the contacting bodies, and material nonlinearities. Among 

them, the most commonly used are the Finite Element Method (FEM) [24], the Discrete Ele-

ment Method (DEM) [25], and the multi-body dynamics [26, 27]. However, despite their 

widespread use, block-based numerical modelling techniques lack a reliable method of repli-

cating energy loss at impact [28, 29]. Usually, viscous damping models are employed [30–32], 

yet, without confidence about their equivalence with the overall more consistent rocking theo-

ry. 

The present work aims to bridge the gap between the treatment of energy loss of the statis-

tically-accurate classical rocking theory and the widely used numerical block-based modelling. 

This is achieved by “tuning” a viscous damping model to replicate both the manner and extent 

of energy loss indicated by the rocking theory based on the CoR. To this end, the main dy-

namic and modelling characteristics of both the theoretical and numerical modelling tech-

niques are described in Section 2. Subsequently, Section 3 presents the calibration 

methodology, resulting in the proposal of a pertinent ready-to-use equation which respects 

energy loss equivalence between the examined methods. Finally, the performance of the nu-

merical viscous damping model is assessed in Section 4, where an experimental campaign 

from the literature is employed as a reference. 
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2 STRATEGIES FOR MODELLING ROCKING STRUCTURES 

2.1 Analytical modelling 

Consider a rigid block exhibiting planar rocking motion over its rigid base, as shown in 

Figure 1 (a). In this case, the equation of motion can be written as [8]: 

  2 sin( ) cos
gu

p
g

    
 

       
 

 (1) 

where   is the slenderness of the block,   describes the rocking response and gu  denotes 

the seismic ground acceleration. The positive and negative signs in Eq. (1) depend on the sign 

of  , while p  is defined as 0/p mgR I , with m referring to the mass of the block, and 0I  

the rotational moment of inertia with respect to the pivot points. The moment-rotation dia-

gram of the rigid system is indicated by the solid line in Figure 1 (c). 

The equation of motion (Eq. (1)) describes the smooth part of the rocking motion, i.e. 

when pivoting, while nonsmooth impacts interrupt the response. Impacts are treated as instan-

taneous events that lead to energy loss in the form of radiation damping. Assuming no bounc-

ing or sliding, the CoR e  sufficiently describes the contact event, by connecting the pre-

impact and post-impact angular velocities. Then, conservation of angular momentum yields 

[8]: 

 23
1 sin

2
e    (2) 

Clearly, the energy loss, in this case, relies solely upon the slenderness of the block and not 

its material characteristics. 

The solution of the analytical problem herein is obtained by solving the differential Eq. (1) 

interrupted by event-based impacts, using mathematical programming in MATLAB. 

2.2 Numerical modelling 

Numerical block-based models introduce an interface stiffness to describe the interaction 

of the contact bodies (in this case, the block and the base, see Figure 1 (b)), working on the 

normal ( nk ) and tangential ( sk ) directions of contact. Importantly, the interface stiffness 

might be used to replicate actual stiffness properties of contacting bodies [33], simulate macro 

characteristics such as mortar flexibility [19] and degradation [34], or foundation flexibility 

 
Figure 1: (a) Scheme of the classical rocking rigid block; (b) Numerical modelling of the rocking block with 

finite stiffness; and (c) Moment-rotation diagram of rigid and finite stiffness modelling techniques. 
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[35]. Consequently, the finite stiffness of the system (
.rot contactk , the moment-rotation curve for 

which is also shown also in Figure 1 (c)), results in impacts that occur over finite displace-

ment and time, in contrast with the instantaneous behaviour of the analytical model. 

Concerning energy loss, numerical block-based models commonly adopt viscous damping 

formulations, which are mathematical “artifices” used to simulate dissipative phenomena not 

considered explicitly [36]. Note that viscous damping models have a continuous nature, seem-

ingly in contrast with the event-based CoR theory. A variety of viscous damping formulations 

are available depending on: i) the degrees of freedom used, ii) the response of the model dur-

ing the time-history, and iii) the methods used to calibrate them [37]. Among them, a stiff-

ness-proportional dashpot definition acting at the contact interfaces seems the most 

appropriate for simulation of the instantaneous features of the rocking impacts [38]. 

In the present work, the finite element environment of ABAQUS CAE [39] is used, where 

the solution is obtained using an explicit time-stepping integration. The rocking block is set to 

interact with its base through the normal nk  and tangential sk  interface stiffnesses. Moreover, 

a unilateral dashpot viscous damping model governs the interacting bodies, with a damping 

ratio  . It is worth noting that the validity of the adopted modelling technique has been con-

firmed also in other block-based simulation software [38], including implicit FEM and explic-

it DEM methods. This indicates universal applicability of the proposed numerical viscous 

damping model. 

3 A VISCOUS DAMPING MODEL PROPOSAL 

3.1 Calibration methodology 

Since all viscous damping models need to be “tuned” to reproduce the desired energy dis-

sipation, a phenomenological calibration methodology is adopted. More specifically, the en-

ergy loss of the classic rocking dynamics is considered as a reference, and the numerical 

viscous damping model is adjusted to mimic the former. In essence, the objective is to find a 

correlation among the CoR e  and the damping ratio  . Evidently, the free-rocking problem is 

examined, where dissipation phenomena have a major impact on the response. 

To this end, both modelling techniques are used to solve the rocking problem and pairs of 

e   are generated based on which response-histories match the best. This is done after com-

paring the rocking response of the two modelling techniques and minimising their root mean 

square difference. During the calibration process, all parameters possibly affecting the re-

sponse are examined, i.e. i) the scale R , ii) the slenderness H B , iii) the rocking amplitude 

0  , and iv) the normal interface stiffness nk . In addition, the influence of the CoR e  is al-

so varied, independently of the slenderness of the block, i.e. Eq. (2) is disregarded. This 

choice allows the viscous damping proposal to be adaptable to any CoR correction sugges-

tions, based either on experimental [10, 19], or theoretical basis [40, 41]. The ranges of the 

independent parameters that are varied during the calibration process are shown in Table 1. 

Among them, the scale has been found not to affect the viscous damping model, while non-

significant influence is caused by the variations of the rocking amplitude (for more details, see 

[38]). Therefore, only the slenderness and the normal interface stiffness are essential to be in-

cluded in the viscous damping model proposal. 
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Parameter Range Reference value 

Scale:  [m]R  1.4 – 2.8 2.1 

Slenderness:  [-]h b  4.0 – 15.0 7.0 

Amplitude:
0  [-]   0.3 – 0.8 0.5 

Normal interface stiffness:
3 [ ]nk N m  8 80.5 10 30 10    85 10  

 

Table 1: Independent parameters considered for calibration. 

3.2 Proposed viscous damping model 

The generated e   pairs of all the previously mentioned variations, 245 in total, are fitted 

through a multivariable nonlinear regression analysis. As a result, the following predictive 

equation is proposed which correlates the CoR e  with the damping ratio of the viscous model 

 : 

 

0.935

0.3430.000292 lnb n

H
k e

B


 
     

 
 (3) 

Note that Eq. (3) is characterised by a coefficient of determination of 2 0.978R   over the 

245 data e   pairs, showing a noteworthy estimation capability. 

To illustrate the phenomenological calibration, one exemplary case of the predictive per-

formance of Eq. (3) is shown in Figure 2. The comparison examines a rocking block with di-

mensions 2 4.2 mh   and 2 0.6 mb  , CoR 0.97e  , normal interface stiffness 
8 35 10  [N/m ]nk    and damping ratio 5.9 %   according to Eq. (3). More specifically, Fig-

ure 2 (a) shows the rocking response of both the numerical viscous model and the analytical 

CoR based model, while Figure 2 (b) illustrates the corresponding energy content of both 

models. Clearly, a very good agreement is observed between the two methods. Importantly, 

the numerical viscous model presents a step-like response similar to that of the analytical 

CoR-based model: significant energy is lost only at impacts, gradually dissipating the free-

rocking response. A small divergence is noticed only at smaller rocking amplitudes, i.e. 

0 0.1   , which, however, are not expected to be decisive for the rocking stability of the 

structure, and thus assumed acceptable. Overall, the numerical viscous damping model shows 

a similar dissipative nature with that of the analytical CoR-based model, and the fitted rela-

tionship Eq. (3) a good predictive capability. 

 

Figure 2: Behaviour of the viscous damping model. Comparison with the analytical model, in terms of variation 

of the (a) rocking angle and (b) total energy content over time. Details of the examined structure: 2 4.2 [m]h  , 

2 0.6 mb  , 0.97e  , 
8 3

5 10  [N/m ]
n

k    and 5.9 %  . 
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4 EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED VISCOUS MODEL 

Finally, the performance of the proposed numerical viscous damping model is assessed. 

While its calibration has been based on the analytical rocking model, its robustness is tested 

using actual experimental results. To this end, the experimental campaign reported by Peña 

[42] is used, where granite rocking blocks were tested under free- and forced-rocking vibra-

tions. Details regarding the specimens’ and excitation characteristics can be found in Table 2 

and [42]. Given the fact that the proposed model has been calibrated independently of Eq. (2), 

the experimentally measured CoRs can be inserted in Eq. (3) to get the damping ratio   of the 

viscous damping model. 

 

Specimen 2  [m]h  2  [m]b  exp  [-]e  Tests examined 

1 1.0 0.25 0.936 
i) Free rocking, ii) Hanning sine with 

3.3 Hzf  and 7 mmpa   

2 1.0 0.17 0.973 i) Free rocking 

3 1.0 0.12 0.978 
i) Synthetic ground excitation record 

18, load factor 0.5, [42] for details 

 

Table 2: Details of the specimens and examined tests [42]. 

4.1 Free rocking 

Figure 3 (a) compares the free-rocking response of Specimen 1, while Figure 3 (b) the free-

rocking response of Specimen 2, respectively. The results of the numerical simulations show 

a very good match with the experimental response both in terms of rocking phase and ampli-

tude. Slight differences appear after several cycles, yet, given the experimental uncertainties 

and the simplicity of the problem, the overall dissipative phenomena are very well captured. 

4.2 Forced rocking 

To further evaluate the numerical viscous damping model, results of forced-rocking tests 

are compared in Figure 4. More specifically, Figure 4 (a) shows Specimen 1 under a hanning-

sine excitation, while Figure 4 (b) illustrates Specimen 3 under a synthetic ground motion ex-

citation [42]. For both cases, the numerical viscous damping model presents a rather good es-

timation of the experimental response. Slight differences are also observed, most notably the 

earlier collapse of the numerical model of Specimen 3. Nevertheless, considering the non-

deterministic and bifurcating behaviour of the rocking problem, the performance of the nu-

 

Figure 3: Free-rocking response of the proposed numerical viscous damping model compared to the experi-

mental response reported in [42] of (a) Specimen 1 and (b) Specimen 2. 
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merical viscous damping model is regarded as satisfactory. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

This work proposes a numerical viscous damping model, aimed at simulation of the energy 

losses of the rocking problem using numerical block-based modelling techniques. This is 

achieved by following a phenomenological calibration methodology, where the analytical 

CoR-based rocking model is assumed as a reference and the viscous damping model is tuned 

accordingly. It is noteworthy that the suggestion of using a stiffness-proportional unilateral 

dashpot model results in impulsive energy losses, similarly to that of the CoR method. The 

performance of the proposed viscous damping model has been evaluated against experimental 

results from the literature, both under free- and forced-rocking vibrations, where its adequacy 

is highlighted. 

In conclusion, the present paper suggests a reliable and consistent way to model energy 

losses when using numerical block-based models. This offers the possibility of modelling the 

rocking phenomena of more complex structures, with many DOFs or varying BCs, while ad-

ditional material nonlinearities can be also easily included. Moreover, the proposed viscous 

damping model is universal and adaptable, as it can be used with any block-based numerical 

method and with any experimental or theoretical corrections on the used CoR. 
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